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School Days in Merriott 
 

in the 1930’s and 40’s 

 

 

No doubt you will be familiar with all David Gibbs brilliant anecdotes of village life 
as it used to be and I am sure he will not mind me adding my “two-pennyworth” to 
elaborate particularly on our schooldays. 
 

Sufficient to say I was one of those village youngsters to whom the teachers of the 
Merriott schools had the dubious duty in the 1930’s of imparting a modicum of the 
King’s English, a fair idea of reckoning, and even a bit of culture. I would like to 
share with you my appreciation of their efforts. 
 

No need to tell you about the school buildings except about their usage in my day. 
In the infants school David did mention the primitive toilets but was too polite to 
label them as the smelliest ever! Yes, across the little yard was the cloakroom 
entered from the street door. On the right we went into Miss Bunstone’s classroom 
and all the children went in that way. 
 

This was the start of school life in September 

1934 for “rising fives” Pat Wallace, Brian 

Lawrence, and myself, three rather unlikely 

young musketeers! Miss Bunstone’s was the 

reception class and what did we do? My most 

enduring memory was that daily the afternoon 

session began with a lydown, every child 

spreading a personal piece of Coir, or Coconut 

Matting on the floor, and having to lie on this 

quietly for about a quarter of an hour. Five year 

olds! With bare arms and legs! --- I hated the 

matting then and even now cannot bear the 

stuff! More importantly what did we learn? We 

were taught our alphabet in letters and 

phonetically from look and say on the 

blackboard. We were taught to read, look and 

say, “The cat sat on the mat” I think the primer 

was “Dick and Jane”” certainly well before the 

“Janet and John” books 

 

We were introduced to poetry. The poem with the line “I could be happy all the day, 

polishing and shining all my Delph” stuck in my memory-- What was this “Delph” ? - --We 

kept cups and saucers and plates on our dresser! Whether we were supposed to learn 

these lines I am not sure but certainly Miss Bunstone read them to us. Recently I 

thought I ought to look up the poem and was quite surprised to find that when read to 

us it would have been quite contemporary, the author was the Irish poet Patrick 

Collumb 1881-1972 the poem “An Old Woman of the Roads”. See, a bit of culture 
even in reception!
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We even had to practise our theatrical skills, 
I remember performing on the mat in front 
of the “Tortoise” stove the anonymous lines 
“One Misty Moisty Morning” as a duet with 
Pat Wallace. –Good practise for my age five 
debut at the Blake Memorial Hall—My Jack 
and Jill with Alma Robinson I understand 
brought the house down as I shook my finger 
at the audience for “Shoosh” before we would 
start! –or so I am told! 

 

Our serious Numeracy, learning on our Abaci – just bead frames to us – got us 
counting. (I was a little surprised recently to find Abacus counting appearing now in 
Numeracy Key Stage 2 for 7-9 year olds!) Thanks, David Gibbs for confirming that 
in Miss Bunstone’s class we still used slates and chalk. I thought I could remember 
copying the one digit addition and subtraction sums from the board and filling in the 
answers. I think we also practised our letters on the slates –on the lined side? 

 

We were left in no doubt that writing was a right-handed accomplishment, Miss 
Bunstone just let it be assumed that one wrote with one’s right hand. Luckily I was 
personally not so left-handed that it was a real problem, I would like to think I am 
pretty ambidextrous, but I still kick a ball with my left foot! 
 

For a little lighter afternoon relief we might play with the original brown “ 
Harbutt’s Plasticine.” Perhaps that was educationally to improve our dexterity by 
rolling long snakes. At any rate proficiency seemed to be achieved when one could 
successfully complete a coiled “Moses” basket, and then add Moses! 
 

I reckon we did two years in Miss Bunstone’s before crossing the great divide of 
the empty classroom with the huge stationery cupboard and the piano? To Miss 
Winch’s class. Despite the fact that, by this time Miss Winch was rather restricted 
by her weight and arthritis to her chair, her reputation had not diminished, and a 
withering look over her glasses was usually sufficient to command silence. Failing 
that, a call to her desk could still mean a sharp rap over the knuckles with the ruler. 
 

And the most abiding memory of Miss Winch’s ? We learnt our tables chanting them 
sitting in a circle around the “Tortoise” stove, hoping the random pointing finger 
questioning our remembering would miss us. WORSE than that by far! -- C’mon 
David, Not just “sums”, You must remember Miss Winch’s “MENTAL ARITHMETIC”! 
What was it? Nearly a daily routine, every morning, numbering about 1-15 on slip of 
paper and writing down the answers to the sums called out before she called the 
next one—not only hoping you knew the answer but that your pencil would not break 
in the writing! I was always petrified, and I was not bad at it! Perhaps those less 
able let it go over their heads, but she always called in the sheets and we were 
taken to task for poor results. Whatever was required of the future Merriott 
workforce at least they would be able to reckon. 
 
Miss Winch’s class again was a two-year stint, I seem to remember that the at the 
bottom end we sat at the old tip-up iron desks then graduated to chairs and tables 
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in the second year. I also vaguely remember, at one time, a young lady “Pupil 
Teacher” assisting in the lower section. 
 

Which books we read I cannot remember but we were called out to read aloud 
individually, and presumably our progress marked accordingly. For writing, I cannot 
remember any dictation and from my old books it looks as though we copied such 
things as the Christmas carols from the blackboard. 
 

I am now rather pleased that I kept the old potato-printed folios, I enjoyed making 
them. What I do notice is that the Christmas carols relate to two different years 
so must have been produced in both halves of the class –not that I can see 
significant improvement either in text or my printing techniques. 
 

The survival of my Coronation scrapbook is useful as we know this must relate to 
May 1937, so I was seven at the time! I don’t know if we had to provide our own 
potatoes but we certainly did all our own cutting and gouging before committing 
print to paper. The blue on the Coronation folio is in the appropriate colour for the 
representation of the “Prince of Wales Feathers” Bit mixed up in my historical 
facts –wrong royal! but I did say I was only seven! 
 

Another craft activity,(David we did ours here in Miss Winch’s), Knitting. Yes size 1 
or 2 needles, boys and girls both learn to knit, our task a stockinette dishcloth for 
mother, and what a hole if you dropped a stitch on those huge needles! 
 

Here is another thing I have never worked out. Having reached the dizzy heights of 

joint class Monitor with Pat Wallace, the immediate winter morning task after collection 

of Miss Bunstone’s register was to go by way of the big studded main door with a 2 

gallon watering can over to Mrs Swain’s opposite and fill the can at her outside pump. 

Sometimes the pump needed a little encouragement but usually obliged with a couple of 

gallons of her best clear sparkling water which we were then required to convey with 

minimum spillage back to our classroom to fill the urn for morning Horlicks. The urn was 

duly filled and lifted on to the Tortoise stove where it bubbled away while we did 

tables. Then for mid- morning break Horlicks and sugar were added, mixed, and served 

hot to the whole class. I can never remember what cups we had or anything about 

washing up. Also 2 gallons at a 1/3 pint cup each would only serve 48 so what happened 

for Miss Bunstone’s class? Did the urn hold more and require more than one can of 

water? Or did some people have cold milk? Horlicks, with sugar, a bit sickly, but a good 

warm drink and preferable to those little bottles of milk, a bit frosty and a struggle 

with a straw to get in the cardboard top. 
 

Ah! I nearly forgot those little cardboard tops were used for craft. They were 
wound with wool to make pom-poms and what did we do with the pom-poms? 
 
This brings me to the end of my time in Miss Winch’s except to remember the last 
period of Friday afternoons. Our winding down for the week-end was a spell at the 
Ring Board. Darts would have been a little dangerous but rings were O.K. What was 
it? Five rings at time and whether we played in teams or individually I cannot 
remember but I know that winning scores produced prizes - one toffee at a time to 
eat on the way home. I don’t think we ever won enough sweets to spoil our appetite 
for tea! 
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We have come to September 1938 and time for our now “rising Nines” to move to 
“big” school. 
 

The most immediately obvious change is the partial segregation of boys and girls. 
Entrances, playgrounds, cloakrooms and toilets were divided at the front by railings 
beside the monkey-puzzle tree and at the back by a stout stone wall. On the boys 
side we then had railings to the garden plots and a wall with wire 6 foot wire fencing 
above to keep balls from going into the road. We reckoned that it was more to keep 
them from going into Miss Pamphlett’s garden opposite. I am afraid the tennis ball 
that was our usual morning football still went over sometimes and it required a very 
polite little boy to ask “please can we have our ball back” bearing in mind that Miss 
Pamphlett was a previous teacher at the school! 
 

As David Gibbs has said the football sides were picked and added to as children 
arrived for school, dictated mostly by the choice of the boy who provided the ball, 
which I suppose was fair enough! 
 

The other playground activity which had its season was marbles. The playing area 
was on the waste ground by the Monkey-puzzle tree and we played from a line to a 
small scooped out hole at the other end. The rules I cannot remember but I know it 
was quite easy to lose a whole bag of marbles. We were too poor to have many “good 
glass alleys”- the multi-coloured ones. I remember finding a lot of old mineral water 
bottles in a rubbish tip at home which could be smashed to extract plain glass alleys 
which made the stoppers. These seemed to trade at about five to one good multi-
coloured. Then, when we were really up against, it we would make our own “clays”—
but nobody with glass would play with us! 
 

The journey to school could mean playing “butts” all along the roadside, hitting each 
other’s marble, but even this could be played with a couple of nice pebbles, the sort 
to be found in small boys’ pockets! 
 

The school bell was the sharp reminder of the day ahead, and indeed a punctuation 
of lessons through the day, that was of course until silenced by wartime regulation 
against all bell-ringing,-- a whistle was never the same ! 
 

Our introduction to “big” school then was Miss Davies’s class, the darkest room in the 
school and which to me always seemed so dreary. Work also seemed very dull. We were 

introduced to the mysteries of multiplication and long division. We improved our writing 
skills by copying poems as in my age 9 folder and started to write stories. It was 
more interesting to hum along to the strains of “The Ash Grove” coming from Miss 
Bishop’s singing class on the other side of the partition! Never-the-less I must have 
concentrated enough as I still have the Prize book for the Christmas term. 
 

Things kept from those days I never expected to be still interesting, but one item 
has brought up its own mystery. I have a “Plan of Our Classroom” clearly dated 12 
July 1939 which is definitely a plan not of Miss Davies’s room but of Miss Bishop’s, 
notice the layout and clear orientation. From the date I should still have been in 
Miss Davies’s class. What event would have moved me to Miss Bishop’s even before 
the first year was out? Perhaps Miss Davies was just off ill ! 
 

If this was a re-shuffle of classes due to an influx of children I was perhaps just 
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lucky to have gone up. An influx of children would have been too early for the 
wartime evacuees, but just a minute, perhaps there is another clue in the papers. I 
see that one page of my geometric patterns is on a second-hand piece of paper. The 

original Fruits of the Wych Elm is not my work – it is clearly marked May 16
th

 1939 

the work of Elena Caraballo. I do not remember her but she will have been one of 
the Spanish refugees who came to the village, Carlos Palomeque, Eric Bermejo, 
Rhoda Biffen, Sheila Pavord, to name but a few. It would be interesting to see how 
they were fitted into our little school. 
 

Still before the war then, life in Miss Bishop’s was much more interesting. Nature 

study, watching a tank of tadpoles on the window-sill mature to tiny frogs escaping to 

jump about all over the classroom. An elder boy, Jack Prince, and myself contributed by 

catching a newt in one of Bob Norton’s ponds and taking it to school in a jam-jar. We 

were quite experienced at “blowing” birds eggs to take for identification, and for 

“pinning” butterflies and moths. We roamed the fields picking wild flowers and little 

bunches which we were able to name were quite common in the classroom, “Granfy 

Griggles” became Wild Orchids in the classroom. I am no artist but I like to think my 

art folder from the period contains recognisable records of some of our specimens. 
 

David Gibbs mentions school gardening, yes we had little plots up near the road in 
Miss Bishop’s and under her supervision. I still remember her weeding instruction 
“Grasp it like a man of mettle, grasp the deadly stinging nettle” –actually not bad 
advice and you don’t get stung! 
 

School life at Merriott was always a serious business and it seemed difficult for any 
of the teachers to raise as much as a smile, at least as far as we were concerned. 
We did a bit of Hiawatha and even if we thought “By the shores of Gitche Gumee, 
By the shining Big-Sea-Water, Stood the wigwam of Nokomis, Daughter of the 
Moon Nokomis ” (without a breath mind) an amusing alternative to broad Mert it 
could have been as serious as classical Greek and no better understood. 
 

Our serious poetry book in Miss Bishop’s class was a thin green covered volume, many 
stanzas in small print which we seemed to study in considerable detail – William 
Langland’s -- Piers Plowman –Certainly “A Fair Field full of Folk”. For us 10-11 year 

olds it was as archaic as his contemporary Chaucer, its allegorical history mostly 
lost on us. Many years later I got a copy from the Library to read and still found it 
difficult to understand so why was this part of the curriculum in primary school? 

 

What about our main reading book? An historical novel “Micah Clarke” by Sir Arthur 
Conan Doyle about the Monmouth rebellion. Again very heavy going but I suppose 
justified by its Somerset connection. I would love to trace a copy to read now just 
to see how difficult it was. What were the teachers meant to draw from this either 
in grammar or comprehension? 
 

Such things as spelling and grammar must have been taught from the blackboard. I 
can still see in my mind’s eye the words “chrysanthemum” and “elephant” on the 
blackboard in Miss Bishop’s neat rounded print. 
 

Numeracy however was, I believe, Miss Bishop’s strong point. She hammered home 
Highest Common Factors and Lowest Common Multiples as the building blocks for 
Fractions, and then Proper and Improper Fractions and Decimals. Her efforts stood 
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me in such good stead that I was able to “cruise” arithmetically the first three 
years in the Grammar School ! 
 

With the coming of the War came first the London evacuees, they appeared to be 
assimilated into our classes without much difficulty, and not that some of them 
stayed very long—I think our two boys were only with us for about six weeks-- 
rather risk the bombs in London than the culture shock of life in Merriott! 
 

David Gibbs recalls Stirrup pump training but did he join our A.R.P. visits to the lane 
“up” Sandy Hole? 
 

My 1940 Battle of Britain memory is of one fine day at home watching a huge 
formation of well over a hundred German bombers flying towards Bristol. We 
watched them being attacked by our Hurricanes and Spitfires, probably no more 
than a dozen, just like a few gnats buzzing around the outside. The bombers just 
carried on regardless and relentless and we knew why Bristol was blitzed. 
 

To return to my story, it was considered that in the event of an air raid on the 
village school us children would be safer away from the buildings taking cover in the 
countryside. We therefore had a couple of practises where at least all big school, at 
the sound of the Air Raid Siren, would file out from the school in an orderly manner 
and make our way up Sandy Hole and turn left into the lane at the top. We would 
proceed along the lane class by class until all in the lane and then take cover in the 
hedgerows and dry ditches on either side. Can you imagine? ! Yes we were probably 
hidden from view, demonstrating how many young bodies could be camouflaged by a 
couple of overgrown hedges. Merriott hardly a target for the Luftwaffe so perhaps 
an opportunity for a little extra-curricula Nature Study. At least to us a little light 
relief especially if we got away from Piers Plowman! 
 

The Bristol blitz brought us another wave of evacuees, don’t know how many, can only 

remember us choir boys tormenting the girls who went to the vicarage, Sheila Long, 

Dorothy Hathaway, and Jean Coombes. More to the point Bristol evacuees brought 

with them their own teacher a Mr Tandy. That did mean a classroom reshuffle and I 

remember him sitting at Miss Bishop’s desk, in front of him, not a whippy little cane 

like Freddie Masters but a thick stick – a sadistic so-and so. Luckily I had little to 

do with him. 
 

Freddie Masters was the Headmaster and well respected, I only ever spent time in 
his class for periods of dictation. He expected good work and got it. He dictated 
clearly and slowly enough to write properly, much better than many teachers. 
 

This then was schooling in Merriott. Resources were always limited but the staff 
were dedicated and I think they gave us, to the best of their ability-- A Good 
Grounding. 
 

On the following pages are examples of my work as I progressed through the school. 
 

 

Brian Tasker 
 

October 2011 
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Miss Winch’s Class, Age 7 – 8 
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Miss Davies’s Class, Aged 9 
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Miss Bishop’s Class, Aged 9 
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